'No-Spray Zone' Application Form
Applicant details:
Name:
Street address:
Town:
Ward:

 Plains  Paeroa

Rural / Urban:

 Rural  Urban

 Waihi

Postal address:
Phone no:
Email address:

Address of No-Spray Zone
*Please include house or RAPID numbers, obvious landmarks and distances

Sketch of the No-Spray Zone
*Please sketch the area of No-Spray Zone, including the landmarks and features mentioned above.

Reason for the application
For example: Medical reasons, organic certification, etc
*Note that Council may request proof substantiating this reason (e.g. verified copy of certification)

HDC Form # M2133914

Applicant's Declaration
I agree to comply with the conditions set out below and understand that, if in the opinion of the HDC
road manager and/or the HDC designated staff, the conditions are not being met, the area will be
sprayed.

Applicant's Signature: ……………………........….......................... Date:...........................................

Roadside Weed Spraying - Conditions for a 'No-Spray' Zone
In gaining approval to be added to the Hauraki District Council No Spray Register, the
resident agrees to take over the responsibility for:
- eradicating all noxious and pest plants.
- keeping the road frontage clear and tidy (up to and including the kerb).
- keeping drainage paths free of obstruction and fully operational at all times.
- keeping vegetation clear around signs, posts and other road furniture where a mower
cannot easily reach. A distance of one metre around the feature is typically
appropriate.
- ensuring that, where the owner opts to purchase 'no-spray' markers, these remain
clearly visible to the spraying contractor.
If the above conditions are not maintained and the spraying contractor observes an
overgrown frontage at the time of spraying, the resident may be invoiced for additional
costs associated with the spraying contractor returning to spray the area as normal.
To ensure the spraying contractor can easily recognise your property frontage as a nospray zone, Council can supply signage demarcating the no spray zone in the road
reserve adjacent to your property. Costs for the signage is in the order of $37.00, and is
to be paid for and installed by the applicant. It is the responsibility of the resident to
ensure that these marker signs remain clearly visible at all times. Please contact Council
to arrange payment and collection of the markers.
Applicants will be required to reapply for continuation of 'No-Spray Zone' status every
two years to ensure Council records are kept up to date and accurate.
OFFICE USE ONLY
File Plan: H&S/Spray Register

Request for No-spray zone approved (circle)

YES / NO

Customer notified by letter (insert date) ……../…..………/…………

Doc ref: M………………

Added to HDC 'No-Spray Zone' Register ……………………………………
Copy of Application to HDC Roading Team ……………………………..
HDC Doc No.: M…………………………..
Authorised Issuing Officer Signature:
Name:
Designation:
Date:
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